
Voola StableNFT

What is a StableNFT? Why StableNFT?
StableNFT is a type of NFT with a stable value, achieved 

by linking it to a stablecoin and fiat currency. This 
combination offers a more predictable and secure 

investment option in the NFT market.

StableNFT, unlike stablecoins, has a more understandable model of 
issue and turnover (it can be compared with ordinary cash, where 
each bill is individual, and its value is secured by debt obligations).

ьMore information on website: vooladmcc.com

How does it work?

Example: 
You have a $100 StableNFT coin. 
You need to withdraw $50 to 
your bank card. When 
withdrawing funds, the coin is 
exchanged into two, with a face 
value of $ 50, one of which is 
burned and converted into fiat 
money, and the second appears 
on the account balance, in the 
form of a new NFT coin, with a 
face value of $ 50

StableNFT purchased from a 
decentralized wallet are provided 
with a balance of stablecoins (USDT, 
USDC, BUSD) on a smart contract

StableNFT purchased for fiat 
currencies are provided with funds 

on correspondent and special 
accounts

NAT is not a cryptocurrency, so the turnover of StableNFT is regulated in any country by 
property turnover, not financial.

Payments to friends, utility 
payments, receiving payments 

from customers and partner 
programs

Replenishment and 
withdrawal: bank cards, 

SEPA, CHAPS, SWIFT, local 
transfers, digital currencies.

Financial messages in the 
WeOla messenger

http://vooladmcc.com


StableNFT Business

ьMore information on website: vooladmcc.com

The Stablecoin Trilemma
Voola elegantly solves the trilemma of stablecoins by algorithmically issuing 

StableNFT backed by business assets

Example: 
Pawnshop section loans 
secured by gold jewelry, 
which are in his vault. 
Having passed the 
scoring in our system for 
secured gold, the 
pawnshop can issue a 
collection of StableNFT 
for issuing new loans.

Cloud transactions 
StableNFT can be easily bought and sold via blockchain, 
which allows businesses to conduct transactions quickly and 
simply.

Transparency 
StableNFT allows you to track all transactions in real time, which 
increases transparency and trust in transactions.

Exchange rate stability 
StableNFTs have a price that is based on stable coins, so 
their price does not fluctuate as much as the price of 
conventional NFTs. This makes them more attractive to 
investors and buyers.

Uniqueness 
StableNFTs represent unique and inimitable assets, which can 
increase their value and attract the attention of potential 
buyers.

Flexibility 
StableNFT can be easily transferred or sold as they are fully digital 
and highly portable.

Safety 
Since StableNFT is tied to a stable currency, its price 
does not change much, which makes it more predictable 
and reliable for investment.


Digital uniqueness 
StableNFT is a unique digital asset, which makes it suitable 
for presenting unique goods or services.Easy accounting 

StableNFT can be used to keep records of your trades.

http://vooladmcc.com

